How to partition a data set into a set of distinct clusters is a ubiquitous and challenging 15 problem. The fact that data varies widely in features such as cluster shape, cluster number, 16 density distribution, background noise, outliers and degree of overlap, makes it difficult to 17 find a single algorithm that can be broadly applied. One recent method, clusterdp, based on 18 search of density peaks, can be applied successfully to cluster many kinds of data, but it is not 19 fully automatic, and fails on some simple data distributions. We propose an alternative 20 approach, clusterdv, which estimates density dips between points, and allows robust 21 determination of cluster number and distribution across a wide range of data, without any 22 manual parameter adjustment. We show that this method is able to solve a range of synthetic 23 and experimental data sets, where the underlying structure is known, and identifies consistent 24 and meaningful clusters in new behavioral data.
We applied clusterdp to this data set and found that it consistently failed to find the 2 correct 257 clusters ( Fig. 5C-D) . As with the "exclamation mark 1" data set the clusterdp rule fails to 258 rank the cluster centers correctly, not identifying the small SLC cluster center before splitting 259 the larger LLC into several clusters, regardless of the choice of d c or the criteria to select the 260 cluster number (Fig. 5E-F) . When we applied clusterdv to this data set, the cluster center 261 ranking was correct (Fig. 5G ), and the algorithm was able, using an automatic criterion, to 262 find essentially the same solution that was found by drawing a line in kinematic space or 263 sorting the swims by latency (compare Fig. 5B with Fig. 5H ). Clusterdv is thus able to 264 categorize automatically animal behavior in a data set with uneven sparse data that is 265 corrupted by noise.
266 Discussion 267 We have described here a novel, robust and simple density-based clustering algorithm, 268 clusterdv, based on the density valleys between data points, that is applicable to a wide 269 variety of data. It delivers better results than clusterdp, the state of the art density-based 270 clustering algorithm [6] . In particular, it is able to find tight clusters of low density, where 271 clusterdp fails, because its rule gives more importance to gaps between clusters than 272 distances. Thus, a fully automatic version of clusterdv significantly outperforms clusterdp 273 across a wide variety of data sets, even in the case where the number of cluster centers is set 274 for clusterdp based on prior knowledge of the data structure ( Fig S10) . 275 All density-based clustering methods suffer from the problem that density estimation for data 276 with finite sample size produces "sporadic" local maxima that are not related to the "real" 277 structure present in data. To deal with this problem clusterdv produces a hierarchical tree of 278 "putative" cluster centers and uses an intuitive metric, the separability index or SI to rank 279 their importance. The number of "putative" cluster centers is often small, because all data 280 points with negative SI values, which are not separated by density valleys, are a priori 281 excluded from being cluster centers. To determine how many clusters exist in the data, it is 282 necessary to decide which cluster centers are likely to be genuine, and which may occur 283 sporadically due to sampling error, by setting an appropriate threshold on the SI value, or to 284 cut the SI dendrogram at a particular set of nodes. We automated this step of the algorithm by 285 developing data-based criteria to choose the number of clusters. One such criteria, selection 286 of the largest jump in SI, correctly determined the number of clusters in 29 out of 33 data 287 sets, and is close to the correct solution in all cases, giving results that are comparable to setting the correct number of clusters by hand. It should be noted that this method is based on 289 the assumption that any clustered organization is clearly distinct from noise in the data. For 290 real world data sets, it is not clear that this assumption will always be met . Therefore, to be 291 applied in real-world data sets, such as the zebrafish swimming data we have described here, 292 we developed two other criteria, termed "onion" and "simplex", similar to the gap statistic 293 method [15] , that construct, from the original data, reference distributions that only have one 294 density peak. These reference distributions are used to measure the probability that 295 "sporadic" cluster centers may arise in that particular set of data. Often the "onion" and 296 "simplex" methods also gave the correct solution for many of the data sets we tested (14 and 297 21 correct data sets respectively), but other times these methods overestimated the number of 298 clusters. Even when the number of clusters did not match the ground truth, these methods still 299 showed good performance, because the dendrogram reflected the true underlying data 300 structure. It is likely that some of the data sets, in particular the real-world ones, contain other 301 clustered organization that is not captured by the manual labeling. Thus, it is possible, in 302 some cases, that the reference-based methods are uncovering meaningful structure.
303
Most clustering methods need one, or several, parameters to be set, so that correct results are 304 obtained for different data distributions. These criteria introduce a subjective step in 305 clustering analysis that may impact the particular solutions obtained. This is not the case for 306 clusterdv. We benchmarked clusterdv on a set of 33 distributions with known ground truth 307 that were chosen because they offer difficult challenges to clustering analysis such as: 308 arbitrary cluster shape [16] [17] [18] [19] , number [20] and spatial distribution [21] , clusters with fuzzy 309 edges [22, 23] , data with multiple dimensions [24, 25] , corruption with noise [6, 26] , and 310 distributions with uneven proportions of clusters; and did not need to adjust any parameter to 311 solve a particular data set. Nevertheless, there are parameters that can be set in clusterdv, if 312 desired. One such parameter, the number of divisions used to calculate the density lines, 313 allows a trade-off of computational time vs accuracy, and needs to be set sufficiently large 314 not to degrade the results. The density estimation by Gaussian mixture [8] may be performed 315 using distinct methods or rules, but we found that the one simple heuristic used here always 316 gave satisfactory results. Other methods have been proposed that improve on, or automate, 317 aspects of clusterdp, (e.g. [7, 27, 28] ), but, to our knowledge, none has been demonstrated to 318 work well across a similar range of data sets without parameter tuning.
319
Clusterdv does not work directly with distance-based data, because it is necessary to embed 320 this kind of data in a low dimensional space to calculate ρ and the density paths. Since our aim was to benchmark clusterdv across many types of data and compare it with clusterdp, we 322 choose a commonly used method to reduce dimensionality, t-SNE, that created good low 323 dimensional embeddings for the data sets that we tested, as well as many other types of data 324 [29] [30] [31] . Nevertheless, any other method to reduce dimensionality could be combined with 325 clusterdv. As an example, we also applied UMAP [32] to the 4 high dimensional data sets 326 that we used in this work and, although UMAP did not produce, for these particular cases, 327 better feature spaces than t-SNE, clusterdv, in most cases, still outperformed clusterdp with 328 this method (Table S4) . 329 Finally, we applied clusterdv to the difficult problem of unsupervised behavioral 330 categorization. We created a zebrafish larvae behavioral data set that is sparse and composed 331 of highly uneven clusters that are plagued with noise, but is known to contain two distinct 332 swim categories [14] . Clusterdv could identify, in a completely automatic fashion, 333 meaningful behavioral categories that these animals use when startled with acoustic stimuli, 334 while clusterdp failed to provide correct results.
335
In many situations, it is important to determine the clusters that exist in a data set, without a 336 priori knowledge of their number or shape. To do this with confidence requires a method that 337 delivers consistent results, and robustly selects the correct number and distribution of 338 clusters. The systematic validation of clusterdv across many artificial and real world data 339 sets, makes it suitable to apply to novel problems. We expect clusterdv to be useful in 340 analyzing a wide range of data that has structure that reflects natural phenomena, but where Automatic clusterdp validation. To determine the effectiveness of the automatic clusterdp 447 we compared the algorithm's success in finding the correct number of clusters to the ability 448 of people manually picking the cluster centers. d c values from 1 to 100 % were applied to 449 nine synthetic data sets and their decision plots (ρ vs δ) were shown to 9 unpaid volunteers by 450 using a custom made Matlab script (MathWorks). The participants were asked to pick the 451 cluster centers that they thought were present in the decision plots by drawing a square Holm-Bonferroni method, n = 31, comparisons with p < 0.05 were labeled in plots. and 4 that were grouped together because these clusters are not well separated in the t-SNE Fig. 1. Density peak clustering fails with uneven clusters. (A, C) The "exclamation mark 1 and 2" data sets were drawn from two-part probability distributions (left). White represents 2.5-fold higher probability than grey and black is probability 0.
(B, D) Manual clusterdp applied to the "exclamation mark" data sets. Left to right: clusterdp decision plot (ρ vs δ) ) of the distribution in (A, C). Clusterdp solutions of data in (A, C) by picking the two or three cluster centers with highest γ (δ*ρ).
Density profile of data in (A, C) (d c = 9%). (E-F) Left: Number of cluster centers picked by automatic clusterdp in function of d c value for the "exclamation mark 1" (E) and the "exclamation mark 2" (F) data sets. Red outlines mark the ground truth (2 clusters). Right: the cluster centers obtained by automatic clusterdp whenever the two-cluster solution was selected. Cluster centers and points are color coded blue-cyan-red in order of decreasing γ (δ*ρ) as in legend. to 31 data sets that had known ground truth (for references of datasets see Tables S1-3) and the Fowlkes Mallows Index (FMI) was used to compare the clustering methods' performance with the ground truth. For clusterdp the d c parameter was set to 1% and 2% (legend in x axis). (A) The number of clusters were set automatically by auto clusterdp (see Fig. S1 for details) and in the case of clusterdv by using the simplex, onion or SI jump criteria. (B) The number of clusters were set by choosing the cutoff that corresponds to the known number of clusters, after sorting the cluster centers by the highest γ (clusterdp) or SI values (clusterdv). Grey points in plots are FMI values of each data set. Boxplot indicates median with 25 th and 75 th percentile hinges, and whiskers extending to the smallest/largest value no less/more than 1.5 × interquartile range from the median.
Orange line marks the median. Paired Mann-Whitney test corrected for multiple comparisons by Holm-Bonferroni method, n = 31, comparisons with p < 0.05 were labeled in plots. was applied to the Olivetti face data set [10] to calculate similarities between pairs of images. Since clusterdv is not a distance- Colors of circles correspond to the cut-off criteria according to the legend. (E) Histogram of percent matching faces for the largest group in each cluster for the solution obtained using the best cut-off criteria (40 clusters). (F) Assignment of the Olivetti data set for the best cut-off criteria (40 clusters). Each picture is labeled with the color of the cluster it was assigned to. Tables S1-3) and the Fowlkes Mallows Index (FMI) was used to compare the clustering methods performance with the ground truth. For clusterdp the d c parameter was set to 1% and 2% (legend in x axis). In the case of clusterdp the number of clusters were set by choosing the cut-off that corresponds to the known number of clusters after sorting the cluster centers by the highest γ (clusterdp). In the case of clusterdv number of clusters were set automatically by using the SI jump criteria. Grey points in plots are FMI values of each data set. Boxplot indicates median with 25 th and 75 th percentile hinges, and whiskers extending to the smallest/largest value no less/more than 1.5 × interquartile range from the median. Orange line marks the median. Paired Mann-Whitney test corrected for multiple comparisons by Holm-Benferroni method, n = 31, comparisons with p < 0.01 were labelled in plots. Same data as in 
